
NAME: Alessandra Di Pisa
DATE OF BIRTH: 7 January 1977
NATIONALITY: Swedish
MARITAL STATUS: Single
SKILLS: Intuitive, judgmental, orderly, receptive, 
submissive, introverted, obsessive, social, needy, 
confident

My true talent is spatial. This ability to visualise objects in three-dimensional space 
gives me a unique view of the world. I understand how figures can be manipulated 
and take on new forms. Because of this talent, I can imagine new designs easily, in-
cluding anything from floor plans to page layouts and even 3D product prototypes. 
I am great when it comes to putting together assemble-it-yourself furniture or other 
household items whether the items arrive with instructions or not. My spatial skills 
also help me understand the finer points of how things work.

I am pleasant, easygoing, and usually fun to work with. I come up with great ideas, 
and am a major asset in brainstorming sessions. Follow through, tends to be a 
problem however; I get bored quickly, especially if a newer, more interesting 
project comes along. I'm also procrastinators, both about meeting hard deadlines 
and about per-forming any small, uninteresting tasks that I've been assigned. I am 
most useful when working in a group.

Am I Naughty or Nice? I'm pretty tame but most people think I'm as good as gold. 
Sure, I'm generally a by-the-book, law-abiding model citizen, but every once in a 
while I like to break a rule or three. Skinny-dipping? Done it. Had a drink too 
many now and then? Guilty as charged. But that's pretty much the worst of it. We 
all have a few skeletons in our closet, but when it comes right down to it, I'm a nice 
person. I wouldn't dream of making a serious play for my best friend's squeeze, 
and I always pay my traffic fines, speeding and parking tickets. It's a good balance. 
If everyone were like me, the world would be a happier place!

I'm not someone who is considered dependable, except perhaps in a crisis. I have 
little concern for the consequences of my own actions and avoid most 
commitments. This tendency is not conducive to developing trusting and enduring 
relationships.

I like pictorial and verbal description of sexual scenes, in as implicit a manner as 
can be procured. I like pornographic material. I don't withdraw from 
manifestations of sexual passion, I like to think of lovemaking and indulge in it.  I 
don't feel nervous with the opposite sex, and I am not nervous and embarrassed 
when talking about sex and I don't fear sexual relationships. Being good in bed is 
important in a partner and I value sex and lay emphasis on intercourse. But I don't 
regard my sex partner simply as a sex object; I do pay attention to his personality, 
individual temperament and character. But I have a pretty strong sex drive, and I 
need to feel satisfied with my sex life.


